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Construction sector 

Founded Abdullah Ahmad Baazab Contracting dated 04/09/1400 AH began in 

the business of general contracting and establishment of residential and 

commercial buildings , and with it entered the enterprise area of maintenance 

and operation and has received contracts perform the maintenance and 

cleaning work team coach and he has enough experience in this field . 

We have focused the attention of the company since its inception Abdullah 

Baazab to master the work in all its stages until completion of the work to the 

fullest , which work to spread the good reputation of the institution which 

elevated the company occupies a prominent place among the institutions and 

local contracting companies . 

The mastery of the work and success of the company in a good performance , 

which has worked to focus on it since its inception earn the company a lot of 

experience in the field of building construction , which led to the completion of 

many of its work before the time limit for the project , which added to the 

Foundation responded well to the big companies and the world . 

We have led the spread of the work the company to the need to enter the field 

of heavy equipment has been working to rely on equipment affiliate and bring 

other equipment new , which work on the prevalence of the company in the 

field of Construction heavy equipment of all kinds in many parts of the 

provinces of the Kingdom ; has had a clear impact in  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the evolution of the work of the organization and its activities in the field of 

Construction Contracting excavation business equipment leasing , sale and 

purchase of heavy equipment on the local and regional level . 

Company has won praise since its debut at the reputable institutions have a lot 

of local businesses and that what is known about the commitment to work hard 

and diligent and end on the face of patients in a period of time less than it was 

checked to him . 

  Contract has been signed with some companies to implement business 

contracts , including : civil works company - a description of the Company and 

General Contracting Projects 

Arab Contractors Company - Civil Works Company ((STC - company Huta - 

Bin Laden - Bin Laden Group, Saudi Arabia . 

- Muhaidib Contracting Company - Zahran Company for maintenance and 

operation - Lucent Technology - Bin pterygium 

Alwan Foundation for maintenance , cleaning and operating - Al Habib - Nesco 

- Ericsson - Saad and many other companies and institutions ..  (1 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

: 

- Project the intersection of Palestine Street with Prince Majed Street - excavation 

and supply of materials and equipment supply for the Arab Contractors Company . 

- Execution of a contract 50 km sewerage network in the city of Jeddah Company 

for Civil Works (CWC) 

- Implementation of Oama EXTRA discount groundwater in the neighborhood for 

reconciling company Huta . 

- Implementation of the demolition of the Jamarat Bridge Group Company for 

Saudi Bin Laden . 

- Implementation of the telephone network in Taif and Jeddah for the company if 

enacted technology . 

- Implementation of drilling and extend the telephone lines in vernier - Kherma - 

labrum - for collection bin pterygium 

- Water drainage project continued abstinence Inc. (STS) in the neighborhood of 

Al Faisaliah inspired Rehab and safety . 

- The work of excavation and construction of the municipalities ( municipal works 

projects ) continued to firm Muhaideb including: university project ; project 

construction work 

- Municipality of Thule ; projects in different municipalities , including: Municipality 

project Khuzam ; Breman , Prince Fawaz housing ; Thule ; safety Muhammadiyah 

; Andalusia ; Bee ; Industrial Zone ; Municipality Hira ; earthmoving work sailed 

the North ... 

 



 

 

- Construction work for bridges belonging to the company Muhaideb : in different 

parts including: Using sixty neighborhood of the mouth ; university district ... 

- The work of implementing the sewerage system prime contractor company 

Zahran Prince Majed Street Mnhol from No. 1 to No. 4 Almnhol 

- Perform the maintenance and improvement of storm water network and pumping 

stations south and east of Jeddah contract with Alwan Foundation . 

- Work to extend the networks reduce the groundwater level contract with a 

description of the General Contracting in different parts including: 

Connecting line from the street Sultan bin Salman, a roundabout Almnajaf Street 

pasta ; Oama 's neighborhood Sulaymaniyah ; Naseem 

 Neighborhood palm ; Alqoizh ; Old Makkah Road 14K ; 8 K and many other 

projects .. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Gaza sale and purchase of equipment 

 

 

Abahsain Co. Ltd. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Agent authorized distributor for the equipment Development Company Ltd. 
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Equipment leasing sector 

 Type the stomach العدد

6 Hiawlat - size 966 

34 Excavators - size 220-210 

9 Excavators - size 480-450 

3 Bulldozers - size 155 

4 Graders - Size 14 

5 Bullets - the size of 25 tons 

4 Bullets - the size of 10 tons 

3 Transport equipment for OBD 

11 Trailers transport materials 

7  Electricity generators 

13 Excavators Bakeo 

6  Bobcat 

1  Mobile repair workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


